Abstract-Axial displacement estimation is fundamental to many freehand quasistatic ultrasonic strain imaging systems. In this paper, we present a novel estimation method that combines the strengths of quality-guided tracking, multi-level correlation, and phase-zero search to achieve high levels of accuracy and robustness. The paper includes a full description of the hybrid method, in vivo examples to illustrate the method's clinical relevance, and finite element simulations to assess its accuracy. Quantitative and qualitative comparisons are made with leading single-and multi-level alternatives. In the in vivo examples, the hybrid method produces fewer obvious peakhopping errors, and in simulation, the hybrid method is found to reduce displacement estimation errors by 5 to 50%. With typical clinical data, the hybrid method can generate more than 25 strain images per second on commercial hardware; this is comparable with the alternative approaches considered in this paper.
I. Introduction T he mechanical properties of tissue have long been recognized as a useful indicator of disease. In what is a natural development of manual palpation, elastography involves the imaging of tissue deformation induced by some sort of applied mechanical stress. The measured deformation, taken alongside any knowledge of the stress, allows estimation of the tissue's mechanical properties. This general paradigm embraces a wide range of different techniques, the principal distinguishing factors being how the stress is applied and how the deformation is measured. The former ranges from external palpation [1] to internal acoustic radiation force [2] , whereas the latter might involve imaging modalities as diverse as MrI [3] and ultrasound [4] .
Within this broader context, the subject of this paper is freehand quasistatic axial strain imaging [1] , which has shown great promise in clinical trials [5] and has recently been commercialized. 1 The clinician holds an ultrasound transducer over the area of interest while gently varying the contact pressure, thus inducing mechanical stress in the targeted tissue, predominantly in the axial direction. consecutive frames in the rF data sequence are compared to estimate the resulting axial displacement which, in turn, is differentiated to arrive at the axial strain field. This strain field provides useful information about the tissue's mechanical properties.
at the heart of most quasistatic strain imaging systems is an algorithm for estimating tissue deformation from one rF frame to the next. These are special cases of more general speckle tracking algorithms, with a particular emphasis on axial displacement estimation. although axial compression generally results in tissue deformation in all three dimensions, it is only the axial displacement that is required for axial strain imaging. lateral and (in the case of three-dimensional imaging) elevational motion are also of interest, but only inasmuch as they can be used to improve the accuracy of the axial displacement field. lateral strain imaging per se, for instance to estimate the poisson's ratio, is a less common endeavor that is not the subject of this paper.
although it is difficult to formulate a coherent classification of existing displacement estimation algorithms, they can nevertheless be described in terms of certain common themes. For example, all displacement estimation algorithms deal at some stage with the matching of blocks, or windows, of data between the pre-and post-deformation frames. similarity metrics used for this purpose include cross-correlation [1] , [4] , [6] , sum of absolute differences [7] , [8] , sum of squared differences [9] , correlation phase [10] , [11] , and phase separation [12] . Windows are typically aligned to subsample precision [9] , [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , perhaps by way of continuous, cubic spline signal representations [22] [23] [24] . Matching might be carried out by independent exhaustive searches at each window [4] , or some interwindow continuity could be imposed, either by minimizing a global cost function that penalizes discontinuous displacements [9] , [19] (perhaps within the context of an optical flow model [25] ), or by tracking the displacements from one window to the next [12] , [16] , [20] , [21] , [26] [27] [28] . The search at each window might be fully 2-d [15] , or there may be separate, 1-d axial and lateral searches, perhaps with some iteration between the two [17] , [28] . There could be a single, high-resolution matching process [11] , [12] , [14] , [18] , [28] , or a multi-level approach with a coarse matching stage initializing subsequent stages at progressively higher resolutions [8] , [9] , [19] , [29] [30] [31] .
a well-designed displacement estimation algorithm aims to strike an appropriate balance between accuracy, robustness, and speed. single-level exhaustive search is neither fast nor robust: a large search range is required at each window, false-positive matches are common when the window size is small (as required for fine scale displacement estimation), and the noise level significant [32] . robustness is generally improved by imposing some sort of continuity on the displacement estimates. If this is achieved through tracking, there is also a benefit in terms of speed, because the search can be confined to a small range around the displacement estimate propagated from the previous window.
a particularly efficient way to track axial displacements is to use some sort of phase-based similarity metric between the rF signals in the pre-and post-deformation windows. optimal alignment is indicated by zero correlation phase [10] , or zero phase separation [12] , but a nonzero result, coupled with knowledge of the transducer's center frequency, allows rapid iteration toward the correct shift provided the initial alignment is within half a wavelength of the zero-phase shift [11] . phase-zero search is typically employed within a tracking framework, with the displacement estimated at each window providing the initial alignment at its immediate neighbors. such a scheme is effective because the true displacement will not normally change by more than half a wavelength from one window to the next. an inaccurate estimate of the center frequency does not affect the accuracy of the displacement estimate, just the speed of convergence [11] .
However, phase-zero tracking is no panacea. It is essentially a 1-d, axial process, so lateral motion must be compensated using some other technique [18] , [28] . In common with all approaches that use previous estimates to constrain search windows, it is vulnerable to catastrophic failure through error propagation. Errors might be present from the outset if the initial seeds are incorrect, or they might be introduced mid-course through a noise-induced bad match or through a discontinuity in the underlying deformation field, for instance at a slip plane. Error propagation can be arrested if the tracking path is allowed to evolve dynamically according to some quality measure: so windows with high-quality matches, as judged by, for instance, the post-alignment correlation, are preferred to less-promising windows when it comes to initializing the searches at their neighbors [12] , [26] [27] [28] . alternatively, post hoc continuity checks orthogonal to the tracking direction can be successful in suppressing error propagation [16] , [21] . displacement can even be tracked in disjoint regions separated by slip planes, provided multiple seeds are employed, at least one seed is planted in each region, and the tracking wavefronts evolve in a quality-guided manner [26] . However, everything depends on the correctness of the initial seeds, which is difficult to guarantee when there is decorrelation caused by elevational displacement or noise.
compared with single-level tracking, multi-level strategies are intrinsically more robust to decorrelation and error propagation. They start by estimating coarse-scale motion on a sparse grid of large windows, typically using the correlation of the rF envelope as the similarity metric. This process is relatively noise tolerant, because the similarity metric depends on the data's macro-structure, which does not deteriorate so rapidly in the presence of noise and fine-scale rF signal decorrelation [31] . Moreover, axial and lateral displacement can be assessed by the same metric. The resulting coarse motion estimates are interpolated onto a finer grid of windows at the next level, where they seed higher-resolution searches, and so on through several levels, until the desired resolution is reached. should an error occur at any stage, it affects subsequent stages only within its local region, with no risk of propagation throughout the entire frame. The principal shortcoming of multi-level approaches is the processing overhead of the higher-level searches. Fast, phase-based techniques are not well-suited to large windows, because they are relatively intolerant of intra-window strain [12] .
In this paper, we present a hybrid displacement estimation method that combines elements of multi-level search and single-level tracking. at the finest level, where computational cost is paramount, we use quality-guided, phasezero tracking to estimate the axial displacements. This process is preceded by a 2-d, correlation-based, multi-level search that provides the initial axial and lateral offsets at a subset of the fine-level windows. The expense of lateral search is avoided at the fine level: instead, the initial estimates are simply interpolated to provide lateral motion compensation at all the fine-level windows.
details of the hybrid method are presented in section II. In section III, we describe in vivo and simulation experiments designed to compare the hybrid method with leading multi-level and single-level alternatives. The results are discussed in section IV, with attention to speed, accuracy, robustness to signal decorrelation, and resilience in the presence of slip planes. Finally, in section V we present our conclusions and some suggestions for further work. Fig. 1 provides an overview of the hybrid displacement estimation method. There are three levels of processing that we shall refer to as l1, l2, and l3. In common with other multi-level approaches, successive levels are seeded by their immediate predecessors and recover an increasingly fine-scale grid of displacement estimates by matching windows between pre-and post-deformation frames. There are only nine l1 windows, whose centers coincide with a subset of the l2 windows. likewise, the l2 window centers coincide with a subset of the l3 windows. In this way, displacement estimates can be passed from one level to the next, with no need for interpolation. l1 and l2 operate on rF envelope data and utilize coarse-to-fine block matching with a standard cross-correlation metric. Each l1 window is searched independently within predetermined axial and lateral bounds, whereas l2 employs quality-guided axial-lateral displacement tracking. l3 operates on baseband analytic data and performs fine-scale axial displacement estimation using the weighted phase separation (Wps) algorithm [12] , again with quality-guided tracking. lateral displacement estimates are not refined at l3. In common with other methods of this class, the hybrid method is best suited to linear array transducers, with a-lines running parallel to the direction of applied stress.
II. Hybrid displacement Estimation

A. Preprocessing
pre-and post-deformation baseband analytic signals are computed by filtering the raw rF data with a Hilbert filter (antisymmetric coefficients) and a symmetric filter with an appropriate passband, then multiplying by exp(−jω 0 t), where ω 0 is the transducer's center frequency. The signals are then downsampled by a factor of S y . For optimal processing speed, S y should be set to as high a value as possible without violating the nyquist sampling condition for the baseband signal. The downsampled, baseband analytic signals are used in all subsequent processing. The amplitude a provides the envelope data for l1 and l2, whereas the phase ϕ is required by the Wps algorithm at l3.
B. Level 1 Search
at level 1, nine sparsely distributed windows in the pre-deformation frame are matched with corresponding windows in the post-deformation frame by searching for the peak of the correlation coefficient:
[ ]
where x and y denote position in the lateral and axial directions, respectively, d x is the lateral displacement, d y is the axial displacement, a 1 and a 2 are the envelope data before and after deformation, respectively, a 1 and a 2 are the intra-window averages of a 1 and a 2 , and T is the window size. The search at each window is independent of its neighbors (i.e., no tracking) and is constrained within predetermined axial and lateral bounds. The search is not exhaustive, but instead adopts the faster multi-resolution strategy illustrated in Fig. 2 . The parameters of this search are the window dimensions (3 × 12 in Fig. 2 ), the search region dimensions (6 × 24 in Fig. 2 ) and the initial skip factor, which must be a power of two (4 in Fig. 2 ). note that some sampling asymmetry must be tolerated at the lower resolutions, as is evident in Fig. 2(a) . It is only at the lowest resolution that the number of candidate match locations scales with the size of the search area. Because computation at this level is relatively cheap, the algorithm can search a large region with an acceptable overhead: we provide typical timings in section IV. at finer resolutions, where the correlation coefficients require progressively more computation, the number of candidate locations will not exceed three. The output of the l1 search is nine independent axial-lateral displacement estimates, one for each of the l1 search windows.
C. Level 2 Search
The l2 search uses windows and search ranges that are smaller than those at l1. The number of l2 windows is a further independent parameter of the algorithm. This number is constrained by the need for a regular distribution of l2 windows with respect to the l1 windows. We suggest one or two l2 windows in the axial and lateral gaps between each l1 window, as in Fig. 1 . In our experience, performance is not particularly sensitive to whether there are one or two windows in each gap.
as shown in Fig. 1 , nine of the l2 windows are concentric with the l1 windows and can therefore inherit initial axial and lateral displacement estimates from the output of the l1 search. These and the remaining l2 windows are matched using the same multi-resolution technique as in Fig. 2 , though with a smaller initial skip factor. However, this time the searches are not independent. Instead, a tracking strategy is used to propagate displacement estimates from one window to the next, with the search at each window confined to a narrow range centered around the estimate propagated from its neighbor (or from the parent l1 window in the case of the initial nine l2 windows). The direction of propagation is not fixed in advance (e.g., up-down or left-right), but is generated dynamically according to a quality metric. specifically, after the initial nine l2 windows have been processed by multi-resolution search, their match qualities, as given by the post-alignment correlation coefficient in (1), are put into descending rank order. The displacements from the highest quality match are propagated to that window's immediate neighbors, which are then processed, generating a further set of displacement and quality scores that are inserted into the ranked list. The next highest ranking match is then propagated to its neighbors, and so on, until all l2 windows have been processed.
Full details of this tracking strategy can be found in [26] . In common with all tracking approaches, the qualityguided method is fast, with implicit enforcement of displacement continuity in both axial and lateral directions. The advantage of the quality-guided approach is that any tracking failures soon lead to matches with low correlation coefficients that end up at the foot of the ranked list: these misaligned windows do not, therefore, have a chance to propagate their poor displacement estimates to other windows. Furthermore, because the l2 search is seeded at 869 chen et al.: hybrid displacement estimation method for elasticity imaging nine evenly distributed locations, the strategy is able to track across displacement discontinuities: it is only necessary that there should be at least one l1 window in each discontinuous region of the underlying displacement field [26] . Highly fragmented fields may require more than nine l1 windows, at the expense of slower computation.
at the end of the l2 stage, the refined axial displacement estimates are used to seed a subset of the l3 windows for the final, high-resolution search. However, the lateral estimates are treated differently. our goal is not to recover lateral displacement to a high degree of precision. Indeed, this may not even be possible with current midrange scanning technology, because the lateral resolution, limited by the transducer element spacing, is typically worse than the axial resolution. 2 For axial strain imaging, the role of the lateral displacement estimates is merely to compensate for the tissue's lateral motion and hence obtain better axial displacement estimates [8] , [18] , [19] , [31] . We suggest that the l2 lateral displacement estimates are sufficient, and perhaps even optimal, for this purpose. any attempt to further refine the lateral estimates at l3 may be dangerous, because the correlation of small l3 windows is highly susceptible to noise, especially in the presence of laterally orientated specular reflection. This hypothesis will be tested empirically in section IV.
at this point, the lateral displacement estimates are optionally smoothed by minimizing the cost function
where f is the lateral displacement field obtained at l2, g is the smoothed lateral displacement field, U is the set of l2 windows, and k is a smoothness weight. Q is the displacement estimation precision given by C/(1 − C) [34] , where C is the post-alignment correlation coefficient. The Q term ensures that g approximates f closely in the vicinity of high-quality matches, with more smoothing allowed around low-quality matches. numerous techniques, such as Gauss-seidel iteration [35] , the iterative conditional modes algorithm [19] , the conjugate gradient algorithm [36] , and the multigrid method [37] , exist to solve this standard regression problem. We use the multigrid method [37] ; see [38] for details of our implementation.
D. Level 3 Search
The l3 search operates on the downsampled baseband analytic signals. The axial displacements are refined to subsample precision by matching the small l3 windows, with weighted phase separation (Wps) [12] as the similarity metric. phase-based techniques are especially suitable for low-level processing because they can exploit knowledge of the transducer's center frequency to rapidly converge on the optimal alignment [11] . The lateral displacement of each l3 window is obtained by bilinear interpolation 3 of the l2 windows' lateral displacements and subsequently fixed: there is no lateral displacement refinement at l3.
Wps-based matching is applied first to the subset of l3 windows that are concentric with the l2 windows (see Fig. 1 ), because it is here that axial displacement estimates are available from l2. The weighted phase separation of pre-and post-deformation l3 windows is given by (3), see above, where x and y denote position in the lateral and axial directions, respectively, a 1 and a 2 are the preand post-deformation signal amplitudes, ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 are the pre-and post-deformation signal phases, d y and d x are subsample axial and lateral displacements, and T is the window size. Here we weight each sample's phase separation by the sum of the amplitudes a 1 and a 2 : alternative weighting schemes are discussed in [12] .
In (3), a 2 and ϕ 2 are expressed in terms of subsample axial and lateral displacements. They are obtained by bilinear interpolation of the four neighboring integer alignments. This is an important and necessary detail, because the lateral displacement interpolated from l2 will not typically be an integer number of a-lines, and we wish to estimate the axial displacement to subsample precision.
With knowledge of the transducer's center frequency, Δϕ can be used to infer a refined axial displacement where the weighted phase separation is closer to the desired value of zero [11] , [12] . next, a new value of Δϕ is calculated at this new axial displacement, and the process is repeated. This iterative procedure is a key attraction of phase-based alignment techniques: it converges rapidly to the zero-phase displacement [11] , [12] . Finally, the axial displacement estimates are propagated to the remaining l3 windows using the same quality-guided tracking ap- 
proach as in l2 [26] , with Wps-based axial refinement at each window.
III. Experimental Methods several displacement estimation methods are compared in vivo and using finite element simulations. The methods under consideration are hybrid, no lateral offset, l3 lateral tracking, single-level tracking, and multi-level tracking.
A. Hybrid
The hybrid method is the technique described in section II, using the parameters in Table I . Because l1 and l2 windows are used for coarse, cross-correlation-based comparisons, their sizes are fixed with respect to the rF frame size. The l3 windows pertain to the fine level zerophase search, and therefore have their sizes fixed with respect to the rF wavelength. The parameters are thus set according to the formulae in Table I , with no further tuning to optimize performance on individual data sets.
B. No Lateral Offset
similar to the hybrid method, but without offsetting the l3 windows by the lateral offsets found at l2. This method provides a useful baseline, illustrating the consequences of not compensating for lateral motion.
C. L3 Lateral Tracking
This is a modification of the hybrid method with finescale lateral displacement estimation at l3. Identical to the hybrid method at l1 and l2, but at l3, after each Wps-based axial displacement estimate, the correlation between the pre-and post-deformation windows is computed within a search range of ±2 a-lines, with quadratic regression to locate the peak to sub-a-line precision. The new axial and lateral estimates are propagated to neighboring windows within the quality-guided tracking framework. This method is included in our study to reveal any artifacts caused by fine-scale lateral search.
D. Single-Level Tracking
This single-level tracking strategy was implemented in the stradwin system [28] . Error propagation is limited by quality-guided tracking, though the tracking direction is constrained to be predominantly axial. a second tracking pass is used to correct remaining estimation errors. This method is included in the comparison because it is freeto-download and a good example of a high-performance single-level tracking strategy.
E. Multi-Level
We also compared a recently published multi-level approach [31] . The displacement estimates at each level are interpolated onto the finer grid of windows at the next level. This contrasts with the hybrid method, where displacement estimates are passed directly to a subset of the lower-level windows, then propagated to the remainder by quality-guided tracking. Full details of our implementation can be found in appendix a. This is the most recent example of multi-level displacement estimation techniques [8] , [9] , [19] , [29] [30] [31] . It is included in our study because it provides a natural contrast to single-level tracking and can cope with discontinuous displacement distributions.
F. Comparing the Methods
Two in vivo scans were performed using a T3000 (Tera- 
The l1 and l2 windows and search regions are square. Their sizes depend on l, the lateral width of the image. The downsampling rate S y must satisfy the nyquist sampling limit of the baseband analytic rF signal: increasing S y makes the algorithm run faster. The lateral dimensions of l3 windows are chosen to match, as closely as possible, the axial dimension of eight rF cycles. a 7.75-MHz linear array transducer (128 elements at a pitch of 0.3 mm). The rF sampling frequency was 40 MHz and each frame comprised 128 a-lines. There was a single transmit focus at 15 mm and dynamic receive focusing. Tissue deformation was induced by manually pressing on the probe. These scans serve to illustrate pertinent features of the various displacement tracking methods and their ability to perform in vivo. Each of the three finite element simulations in Fig. 3 was designed to mimic a mode of tissue deformation commonly encountered in clinical practice. In the first two simulations, there is a stiff inclusion palpated with normal axial probe displacement (first simulation, minimal lateral displacement) and tilted axial probe displacement (second simulation, more significant lateral displacement). In the third simulation, the central slab of material is sandwiched between slip planes and will therefore displace laterally under pressure: the resulting discontinuities in the displacement field extend right across the rF frame and pose a real challenge to displacement tracking algorithms. Finite element analysis (abaqus 6.7, simulia, providence, rI) was used to calculate the three 3-d displacement fields.
For each simulation, two frames of simulated rF echo data were obtained, pre-and post-deformation, using Field II [39] . The simulation parameters were typical for real-world scanning scenarios: 128 elements/a-lines at a pitch of 0.3 mm, element width 0.275 mm, 40 mm axial scanning depth, 6.5 MHz center frequency, and an rF sampling rate of 66.7 MHz. The aperture was 32 elements wide with triangular apodization, there was a single transmit focus at 20 mm, and dynamic receive focusing. The elevational focus radius was 23 mm for both transmit and receive. The scatterer density of 13.8 mm −3 was identical for all materials, rendering the inclusion and slip planes invisible in the B-mode images, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . Examples of axial strain images obtained using the hybrid method can be seen in Figs. 4(b)-(d) .
although the simulations allowed for slip planes, there are other factors that are likely to induce gross displace- axial strain images obtained using the hybrid method for (b) the first simulation with normal probe compression, (c) the second simulation with tilted probe compression, and (d) the third simulation with slip planes: dark is hard and bright is soft. note that the axial strain is normalized by a spatially varying estimate of the stress [40] and then displayed on a nonlinear greyscale. For this reason, strain images in this paper are not accompanied by the usual intensity-to-strain color bar. ment estimation errors. These include signal drop-out and other phenomena, such as reverberation, that are less easy to model directly. as a proxy for these effects, the experimental protocol involved corrupting the simulated rF echo data with additive noise at a fixed snr of 30 dB. out-of-plane tissue displacement, whether caused by the applied mechanical stress or physiological motion, will cause further signal decorrelation. We therefore repeated the Field II simulations with inter-frame elevational transducer offsets of 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 mm.
IV. results and discussion
A. In Vivo Experiments
The first scan, shown in Fig. 5(a) , captures a human testis. The axial strain image obtained by the hybrid method in Fig. 5(m) suggests that the elliptical testis region contains relatively uniform stiffness tissue. comparing the lateral displacement images in Figs. 5(b) and (c), we see the expected slowly varying distribution with the hybrid method (c), interpolated from just 77 l2 windows, and a much higher frequency distribution with l3 lateral tracking (b). It is difficult to argue that the high-frequency components in Fig. 5(b) reflect true tissue motion: more plausible is that the correlation peak is rather shallow in the lateral direction (because the lateral focusing is poor), and the process of finding its peak within a ±2 a-line search range is highly sensitive to noise in the small l3 windows. The noisy lateral displacement estimates result in incorrectly offset windows that corrupt the l3 axial estimates, leading to prominent peak-hopping errors in Fig. 5(g ) that, when differentiated, produce the dark-tolight artifacts in Fig. 5(l) . similar errors are apparent with single-level tracking, Fig. 5(n) , and multi-level estimation, Fig. 5(o) , because they both attempt to estimate fine-scale lateral displacement. The assumption of no lateral offset is evidently incorrect too, because the axial displacement image Fig. 5 (f) also exhibits several prominent error patches, resulting in characteristic dark-to-light artifacts in Fig. 5(k) .
The B-mode image in Fig. 6(a) shows a breast fibroadenoma, which all of the strain images [Figs. 6(k)-(o)] suggest is stiff. The rF signal at the bottom left of the Bmode image is dominated by noise, so the displacement and strain images in this region are unreliable. The axial displacement fields in Figs. 6(f)-(j) exhibit discontinuities immediately above and below the fibroadenoma, which show up as bright bands in the strain images. These phenomena are most probably a result of slip between the adjacent tissue layers. comparing the performances of the various displacement estimation methods, we come to the same conclusions as with the testis example. l3 lateral tracking, single-level tracking, and the multi-level method all produce implausibly high-frequency lateral displacement fields. subjective assessment of the background noise level and the apparent lesion contrast suggests that the hybrid strain image Fig. 6(m) is the best of the five.
B. Finite Element Simulations
Each displacement estimation method was evaluated 100 times at each elevational offset in the range 0 to 0.4 mm. For each individual trial, there was a different rF signal realization (i.e., different Field II scatterer locations) and different random noise at a fixed snr of 30 dB. after each test, the estimated axial displacement field was compared with the known ground truth and the average absolute point-wise difference d was recorded. The results in Figs. 7(a), (c) , and (e) are presented in terms of the mean and standard deviation of d across the 100 trials. Figs. 7(b), (d) , and (f) show the proportion of peakhopping errors: these are of interest because they tend to produce visually discernible artifacts in strain images. an axial displacement estimate is counted as a peak-hopping error if it differs from the ground truth by half a wavelength or more. The discussion that follows concentrates on the main features of the results. secondary effects, such as the role of downsampling and the relative merits of correlation and phase-based similarity metrics, are addressed in appendix B.
Figs. 7(a) and (b) confirm that, in the presence of signal decorrelation and noise, performance can suffer with increased amounts of lateral search. The no lateral offset method is the most accurate. This is not surprising, given that the ground truth lateral displacement field reaches a maximum of just 0.1 mm, which is approximately onethird of the a-line separation. The performance of the hybrid method is comparable at elevational offsets below 0.4 mm, though at 0.4 mm it is evident that decorrelationinduced, incorrect lateral displacement estimates are affecting the axial tracking. With this transducer (typical of current mid-range hardware), l3 lateral tracking degrades performance significantly.
Figs. 7(c) and (d) demonstrate the benefits of lateral motion compensation in all but the most contrived cases. The ground truth lateral displacement field reaches a maximum of 0.7 mm, which is 2.3 times the a-line separation. Without offsetting the l3 windows laterally, axial displacement estimation is inevitably compromised: the no lateral offset method produces inaccurate displacements even with highly correlated rF data (zero elevational offset). With this non-uniform compression, the single-level tracking method becomes particularly brittle at 0.4 mm elevational offset; the large error bars are indicative of occasional catastrophic tracking failures.
The third simulation verifies the hybrid method's resilience when the displacement field is discontinuous. provided that at least one of the l1 windows falls within each discontinuous region, the quality-guided tracking algorithm is capable of recovering the displacement field within each region separately, without vulnerability to tracking failures across discontinuities [26] . Fig. 8 shows examples of axial (a)-(c) and lateral (d)-(f) displacement fields for this simulation. The ground truth in Fig. 8(d) , obtained from the finite element analysis, reveals lateral displacement of between one and two a-lines in the center layer, and less than half an a-line in the top and bottom layers. This explains the no lateral offset method's ability to recover the axial displacement in the top and bottom layers but not in the center layer: see Figs. 8(a) and (b) . In contrast, the hybrid method performs well in all three layers [ Fig. 8(c) ]. The lateral displacement fields in Figs.  8(e)-(f) reveal the expected noisy result with l3 lateral tracking compared with a low-resolution approximation with the hybrid method. The single-level tracking and the multi-level method also produce noisy lateral displacement fields, like the one in Fig. 8(e) .
Figs. 8(e) and (f) illustrate the trade-off between lateral displacement resolution and precision. although lateral displacement fields are normally slowly varying, ) show, respectively, the lateral displacement field, the axial displacement field, and the axial strain image recovered by the various methods. results for each method are aligned in rows, from the no lateral offset method (top) to the multi-level method (bottom). In the axial strain images (k)-(o), dark is hard and bright is soft. arrows in the axial displacement fields and the strain images indicate plausible peak-hopping artifacts.
favoring the low-resolution, high-precision approach taken by the hybrid method; the balance of the tradeoff is less obvious when the true lateral displacement field has sharp discontinuities, as in Fig. 8(d) . at low resolution [ Fig. 8(f) ], there will inevitably be errors in the vicinity of the slip planes. However, at high resolution [ Fig. 8(e) ], the precision is compromised across the entire image. The quantitative results in Fig. 7 (e) suggest that the trade-off favors the hybrid method, with performance significantly better than l3 lateral tracking at elevational offsets of 0.3 and 0.4 mm, and comparable at 0 to 0.2 mm.
The performance of the hybrid method can be attributed to three key factors. First, compared with the single-level tracking strategy, the l1 and l2 searches of the hybrid method provide more accurate initial seeds to prime the fine-scale displacement tracking. second, compared with the multi-level approach, the hybrid method incorporates a quality-guided tracking strategy to propagate estimates from one window to the next, which avoids inappropriate interpolation across discontinuities. Third, lateral displacement estimation is carefully balanced in the hybrid method. The lateral estimates provided by the l1 and l2 searches are relatively insensitive to noise and decorrelation by virtue of their low resolution, but are nevertheless sufficiently accurate to compensate for lateral motion. There is no lateral search at the finest resolution: this results in a faster and (for this transducer) more ro- bust axial displacement estimation procedure. a state-ofthe-art transducer, with superior lateral sampling density, is considered in section IV-E. Table II shows execution times for the displacement estimation methods. It should be noted that the preprocessing overhead is unlikely to be necessary in any commercial implementation, because the required analytic signals would most probably be available a priori. Fig. 9 explains our choice of 0.1 for the hybrid method's regression parameter k, where k is defined in (2) . We re-ran the hybrid method on one of the simulated data sets, at several values of k. as seen from the results in Fig. 9 , smoothing lateral estimates does not have much impact on accuracy in general. Heavy smoothing can be detrimental when the lateral displacement field contains Measured running single-threaded on a 2.4-GHz Intel core 6600 processor (Intel corp., santa clara, ca). The postprocessing stage, common to all methods, involves the computation of the axial strain image from the displacement field. discontinuous regions caused by slip planes (k = 0.5), because heavily smoothed estimates are inaccurate around the region boundaries. light smoothing (k = 0.1) reduces estimation errors compared with the no smoothing case (k = 0). although the difference is small, the regression step has negligible computational cost and is therefore recommended as a worthwhile feature of the hybrid algorithm.
C. Regression Parameter for Lateral Estimates
D. Search Region and Window Size Effects
The default parameters of the hybrid method, given in Table I , are designed to track a maximum strain of 5%. This limit depends predominantly on the size of the l1 search region (l/10 allows for up to 5% axial deformation in either direction). The strain limit can be modified by changing the size of the l1 search region and making a proportionate adjustment to the size of the l2 search region. Fig. 10(a) shows the effects of such adjustments on the performance of the hybrid method. It is not surprising that reducing the search distance improves the algorithm's robustness (as reflected in the error bars) but limits the maximum strain that can be tracked. The 5% default setting was not chosen for optimal robustness, but rather to give a reasonable strain limit for typical clinical practice.
The window size parameters also affect the performance of the hybrid method. Fig. 10(b) shows the effects of varying the l1 window size in the range 15% to 25% of the rF frame size, and making a proportionate adjustment to the l2 window size. Increasing the window size improves the algorithm's robustness at the expense of slower computation. once again, the default 20% setting does not optimize robustness, but provides a reasonable compromise between robustness and speed.
note that the l3 search range is implicitly limited to half the rF wavelength [11] . The effects of l3 window size were explored in [12] . our default setting of eight rF cycles is rather small and therefore tolerant of relatively high strains, where larger windows would suffer significant intra-window strain and thus decorrelation.
E. Transducer Element Density
It is reasonable to ask whether low-level lateral tracking might be less error-prone with state-of-the-art transducers that boast superior element densities. Fig. 11 shows results of the slip plane simulations with a 256-element transducer (0.15 mm element spacing). as expected, all techniques that attempt low-level lateral tracking show improved performance. However, the hybrid algorithm is still the marginal winner. There will, of course, become a point at which low-level lateral tracking becomes worthwhile. What this paper has shown, however, is that displacement estimation algorithms must take full account of the system's lateral resolution and limit their lateral searches accordingly. attempting to track at too fine a resolution is not only wasteful of computation but also detrimental to performance.
V. conclusions and Further Work
The hybrid displacement estimation method combines multi-level and tracking strategies to achieve an appealing balance between accuracy, robustness, and speed. In the course of recovering the axial displacement field, lateral motion is also estimated but not to the same resolution. Instead, a sparse grid of lateral displacements is interpolated to provide subsample offsets for the fine grid of windows used at the highest resolution of axial search. This strategy has been shown to be relatively robust to signal decorrelation and fast enough for real-time implementation on commercial hardware.
The multiple high-level seeds and the quality-guided tracking framework enable the method to recover the sort of discontinuous displacement fields that are common in clinical practice. Future work will extend the technique to 3-d quasistatic strain imaging applications. Elevational focusing in commercial 3-d probes is generally no better than lateral focusing, suggesting that the strategy pre- sented here for lateral motion compensation should be appropriate in the elevational direction as well.
appendix a Implementation of the Multi-level algorithm
The multi-level method in [31] features four levels that we shall refer to as l′3, l′2, l′1, and l′0. The first three levels, l′3, l′2, and l′1, operate on downsampled envelope data. The last level, l′0, considers the raw rF data, with no downsampling. The standard cross-correlation metric is employed at all levels. The experiments in section IV used the parameters in Table III , which were selected to optimize the algorithm's performance.
at each level, poor displacement estimates are rejected based on a threshold of the cross-correlation metric, so that they do not affect the next level: instead, better estimates are interpolated from nearby areas of the image. However, the fixed threshold in [31] is unsuitable for our studies because we have varying degrees of decorrelation and therefore require a variable threshold. Instead, we rejected the poorest 25% of the displacement estimates. The 25% level was chosen to optimize performance.
shi and Varghese [31] describe a combination of cubic spline interpolation and least-squares line fitting to smooth the displacement estimates after each level of processing. There is a parameter p, where p = 0 for natural cubic spline interpolation and p = 1 for least-squares straight line fitting. no particular value of p is recommended in [31] . We experimented with various values of p and found that p = 0 produced the best results for the experiments in section IV.
appendix B similarity Metrics and downsampling
The multi-level method was originally presented using correlation at all levels [31] , and we have duly performed a faithful comparison with this method as published. nevertheless, it is reasonable to ask how much of any performance disparity can be attributed to different similarity metrics at the lowest level. We therefore implemented a version of the multi-level method that uses Wps [12] at the finest level, allowing a more direct comparison with the hybrid approach. To further level the playing field, we also evaluated the hybrid method with no downsampling, as is the case for the multi-level method [31] .
The results in Fig. 12 reveal little difference between the two variants of the multi-level method. This suggests that the hybrid method owes its superior performance to high-level strategy and not low-level nuance. The hybrid method without downsampling performs at least as well as all the other methods in all tests, while remaining competitive in terms of speed (Table IV) . nevertheless, we would suggest that the significant speed advantages of downsampling (Table II) more than compensate for any 879 chen et al.: hybrid displacement estimation method for elasticity imaging Fig. 11 . simulation results for the slip planes and a 256-element transducer (i.e., double the element density of the transducers considered elsewhere in this paper). compare with Fig. 7 (e) and (f). small performance deficit. phase-based methods are particularly robust to downsampling because they operate on baseband analytic signals. In contrast, direct downsampling of raw rF data may violate the nyquist sampling criterion [31] .
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